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Semi-Flush LED Ceiling Fixture
INVADER No. 9902*LED

Technical Specifications
LED: 2x Seoul Semiconductor LED (120 V)
Light Output: 3200 Lumens equivalent to 250 W Halogen
System Power Consumption: 35 Watts
Light Color: 2700 Kelvin / CRI: 80
Dimmer: Full-range dimming of <10% - 100% with a conventional wall 

dimmer. 

Care Instructions
Use only a soft, dry cloth to clean.  If necessary, a slightly damp, soft cloth 
can be used to spot clean.  Do not use common household cleaners 
on lamps or fixtures, as the lacquer on the outside of the brass may be 
damaged as a result.  Enjoy your new Holtkötter lamp.

Please make sure that the following parts are enclosed:
A. Fixture including crossbar strap
B. Allen Wrench 2 mm
C. Allen Wrench 5 mm

Be sure to turn off the circuit breaker before installing 
this fixture.  It is recommended that this fixture be 
installed and hung by a licensed electrician. 

Mounting Instructions
1. Unscrew the lower nut (D) with the allen wrench (C), lower the 

finished column (E) to reveal the canopy (F) and crossbar strap 
(G).

2. Unscrew and remove the wing-nuts to release the crossbar strap 
(G) from the canopy (F).

3. Mount the crossbar strap (G) to the outlet box.

4. Connect the wires from the fixture with the wires in the outlet box 
according to generally accepted electrical standards.

5. Slide the canopy (F) over the crossbar strap and tighten the wing 
nuts to secure the canopy to the 
crossbar strap (G). 

6. Slide the finished column (E) up 
to the canopy. Screw the lower 
nut (D) back in with the allen 
wrench (C) to hold the finished 
column (E) in place.

7. Each reflector arm is held in 
place with a set-screw on either 
side of the finished column.  Use 
allen wrench (B) to loosen the set 
screw and adjust the height and 
rotation of either reflector.
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